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ABSTRACT 

 
Context. Internet of Things (IoT) is a new trending phase of technology. IoT refers to 
communication and connectivity between things such as technological devices, actuators, 
sensors, and people or processes with unique identifiers. The importance of IoT is to improve 
the daily living standards of an average user. IoT is made for the people and used by the people 
for many reasons such as improved health, business innovations, and personal health trackers. 
Examples of IoT applications and services today include  Smart thermostats like NEST, 
connected cars like Car2Go, activity trackers like BASIS, smart outlets like Belkin, Parking 
sensors like streetline and so much more services being developed. 
Objectives. The main goal of this study is to identify the challenges users face in understanding 
IoT and monitoring it as it undergoes change through self-adaptation. Once the challenges have 
been known then the gap between system requirements and user requirements can be bridged. 
The study also states the different ways the developers can improve the IoT services and 
applications for the users through user feedback. 
Methods. In this paper, an observational study is conducted. Within the study, two data 
collection methods were used; observational of the users and post observation questionnaires. 
The observational study was done by video recording users while using the IoT application. 
This was to obtain information about the IoT. The post observational questionnaires were to 
obtain information about the users’ judgement of their IoT experience. The IoT application used 
in this study is a Smart Home Starter Kit. The users are to secure a room with the Smart Home 
Starter kit. Later on, the users are presented with a post observational questionnaire to further 
elaborate on their experience in case the researcher missed something while recording. The 
study was performed with 5 users. The users were found through convenience sampling at the 
Karlskrona central train station and the Hogsland Park. They were then asked, if they were 
willing to take part in the study. This number of users was enough to reach saturation needed 
for the research. The author used a deductive approach together with conventional content 
analysis method to analyze the data and its quality. 
Results. The research questions of the study focused mainly on learning, maintaining awareness 
and re-process of the IoT. Re-process of the IoT refers to implementing the IoT with the new 
information received from user feedback. This enables the IoT to become more user compatible 
and friendly. When the results of the study were mapped to the research questions, the author 
deduced that learnability requirements were lacking. The users suggested simpler step by step 
guidelines would have made their experience with IoT much better. Thus the IoT developers 
would implement the user feedback through simple online tutorials, an online technician that 
could guide the users through the IoT application.  
Conclusions. In comparison to related work, the author concluded that there is still a big 
knowledge gap between the system requirements and the user requirements of the IoT. Many 
related papers are more focused on what IoT applications to develop and design than the users 
of the IoT applications. That is where this paper comes in, to bridge the gap. Without focus on 
users and their needs, then complex IoT systems will fail to accomplish their goal. The users 
suggested simple step by step approach on how to use the IoT due to the learnability problem 
that is faced by the majority of them. The product developers can make simpler and more user 
friendly IoT applications with these results. In the future, User requirements could further get 
categorized according to the different types of IoT and users. This would make it simpler for 
the researcher as the scope is narrowed down and at the same time for the IoT developers, as 
they know what to implement in the IoT applications.  
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1   INTRODUCTION  

The Internet of Things (IoT) is a system in which objects, animals or people are provided 

with unique identifiers. It allows the ability to transfer data over a network without requiring 

human-to-human or human-to-computer interaction [1]. Sensors are like the digital nervous system 

[22]. Sensors are the ears and eyes of a camera or proximity and position of GPS[22]. For example 

a smartphone’s range of sensors (GPS, campus, accelerometer, video, proximity, electric/magnetic, 

temperature or sound) and connectivity (NFC, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, Cell or printed Ethernet 

Powerline) [22]. These features make a smartphone a well-equipped IoT device that can 

automatically monitor your locations, movements and workout throughout the day. IoT promotes 

a heightened level of awareness about our world [1]. For example smart natural disaster 

management that allows us to predict with accuracy before natural disasters such as earthquakes or 

tsunamis happen [1]. This allows quick response through evacuation or hazard preparedness. It also 

gives a platform to monitor the changes brought about by this awareness [1]. For instance wearables 

[6] such as wristbands provide a platform for health tracking. These detect health problems before 

they occur. Then deploy emergency respondents or family members ahead of time with the exact 

location of the wearer. In Today’s technology, IoT applications can adapt themselves into different 

conditions through change by self-adaptation. For example, a wearable health tracker will 

immediately inform the emergency contact in case of a very low heart pace of the wearer. Self-

adaptation is important as the network is undergoing continuous change [2]. IoT applications are 

able to adapt to change through their different dimensions. For instance, Dropbox [3] has a data 

size dimension. Here, different sizes of data are always being transferred from one point to the 

other. Also, Dropbox is able to measure and monitor the data transferred according to its size or 

form. 

  Self-adaption [2] [4] [5] [17]  is important for the software to be able to monitor changes 

around and reconfigure itself accordingly. One of the key problems in the context of IoT through 

self-adaptation, is how the user will understand and maintain the knowledge of IoT amidst the 

occurring changes. But before the user understands and maintains the IoT knowledge, the users 

need to learn about the IoT.  

The user will have a mental model of the IoT and a state of the IoT.  The mental model 

of the IoT can be describedas development through rapid and easy learning and it comes before 

understanding and monitoring of IoT. The state of IoT which refers to understanding and 

monitoring the IoT as it goes through change is developed through accurate and intuitive awareness. 

It is important for the user to learn and have knowledge about the IoT. This enables him to configure 

it or operate it correctly. And the end goal is to have all IoT users being able to learn how IoT 

operates and thereafter understand the IoT application and monitor it through change.  

Once IoT applications are easily understood by users, then user empowerment is 

achieved. User empowerment refers to the ability of the users to learn, understand and monitor IoT 

through change. User empowerment will lead to an increase in the users of IoT. This implies more 

IoT applications being taken up by users and, therefore, more IoT being produced by developers. 

Understanding the generic user requirements also allows prioritization of the relevant requirements 

by the developers for the IoT user. The prioritization will be done according to the relevance of the 

user requirements and how they would impact IoT. Novel user interoperability framework through 

device discovery problem and user-device interaction are among the generic user requirements for 

IoT. There are some of the solutions currently developed to solve the user interoperability issue [4]. 

However, the users have a limited understanding of the IoT application and how to monitor it during 

self-adaptation. These generic requirements are good, but the user still requires learnability to be 

able to understand of the IoT device and its operability. This is important for the user to be able to 

interact with it and that is where this thesis comes in. The purpose of this paper is to define the 

challenges users face in understanding IoT applications and also monitoring it through self-

adaptation changes. This will be achieved by conducting an observational study of users while 

using the IoT application. 

  The thesis is outlined into sections as shown in the table of contents. Section 1 talks about 

the introduction of the research topic. Section 2 is about the background of the research problem 
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and how the researcher came to find the knowledge gap. It also talks about the related works in 

relation to the research problem. Section 3 mentions the research methodology that was conducted 

in the thesis. Section 4 talks about the results of the findings and the data collected. Section 5 

explains the analysis of the results in details. Section 6 is the discussion about that results, 

conclusion, and any future works.  
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2  BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS  

The researcher conducted a literature review in the following databases; Inspec, Scopus and 

ACM digital library. She used keywords from the research questions as a basis of the search 

strings. The keywords were supplemented with their synonyms and related words using Boolean 

AND, OR constraints. The search string generated a lot of results and the researcher used inclusion 

and exclusion criteria. This was based on the year of publication, type of publication and the 

language of publication. Few articles were chosen with respect to their title and abstract. And from 

these, snowball sampling [11] was conducted, articles were chosen according to their relevance 

of information in regards to the search topic. The articles chosen were further analyzed and their 

references checked to see if they could lead to articles of great relevance. 

After exclusion and inclusion of the search string using snowball sampling, the research did 

not find any article on the user requirements of IoT applications. This is when the researcher found 

a big knowledge gap and the main reason for this paper to fill that knowledge gap. 

In the articles found, many of them talked about how to make IoT application and even some 

went ahead to write on user roles as shown in the examples below. But none of the papers talked 

about IoT applications from the user perspective. Many studies focused on how to design an 

automated IoT system using different methodology. Take an example of Yuan Jie Fan et al, they 

talk about how to design an automated IoT-based system using an ontology-based methodology 

[8]. They further explain how IoT can provide an effective platform to interconnect all resources, 

but there is no mention of the users [8]. Even though the system is being made to help with the 

rehabilitation of the elderly, therefore, making the elderly the users in this case. 

“IoT systems can benefit from a process model based on principles derived from psychology 

and neuroscience of human behavior that emulates how humans acquire task knowledge and learn 

to adapt to changing context” [9]. This is maybe correct but before the model is designed, it is 

important to know what the users think of the IoT application before insinuating how the user is 

expected to react while operating the IoT systems from the psychology and neuroscience view. 

Also, M. Victoria Moreno et al further expand on how unleashing full potential of IoT means 

going beyond enterprise-centric systems and moving towards a user inclusive IoT [10]. This is 

demonstrated with an example of a user-centric IoT system to show how important the user role 

is [10], nothing is mentioned about the user’s knowledge of operating the IoT.  

Several papers are currently being published on IoT as it is quickly becoming the evolving 

interest of the technology world. The focus is mainly on what IoT is and how it is important to 

adapt to it. And a handful of the research papers goes further in details to explore how IoT 

applications are being formed and the technology behind them as illustrated in the above 

paragraphs but none is taking users into consideration. 

Users are a big entity of the IoT applications and they co-exist with IoT. Therefore, this paper 

aims to find the user requirements with the use of one IoT application, bridging the gap between 

the system requirements and the user requirements. The paper focuses on finding out the 

challenges being faced by the users and what are the system preferences from the user perspective. 

Many IT industries are coming up with complex systems of IoT applications. For example, 

the IoT application used in this study is complex because the devices have their own lifecycle but 

need to interact with each other to fulfill the user goals. These systems are being made for the 

users to improve their daily living standards. For instance, Smart Cities is one example of 

providing parking space for drivers in cities or Smartwatch such as iWatch [6] whose main focus 

is business and innovation. A person can do almost all the mobile phone tasks on this iWatch i.e. 

read emails, send messages, view pictures and so forth. But what the developers are ignoring is 

the user perspective to these systems. The user population for the IoT application is spread out 

across age, gender, race, and knowledge background. Also, users are the main entity for the IoT 

applications. Therefore, it is important to see that users are able to operate these IoT applications 

with as little effort as possible. Without my work of bridging this knowledge gap, then the complex 

IoT applications would fail. 
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Laddaga R describes self-adaptive software as software that evaluates its own behavior and 

changes behavior when the evaluation indicates that it is not accomplishing what the software is 

intended to do, or when a better functionality or performance is possible [17]. Self-adaptive 

software is important for management and reduction of software complexity. It is required to be 

able to monitor itself and its context in the changing environment, be able to detect significant 

changes in its environment, and decide on how to react or reconfigure to suit the changes in the 

environment. In this paper, change of IoT applications refers to self-adaptation of IoT applications. 

The adaptability is to occur during its runtime and not during its development time [16], 

Companies, people, and system are required to get along with the occurring changes and the cost 

of implementing a change in software is directly proportional to its size. Therefore it is important 

to be able develop software that has self- knowledge; knowledge about itself and how it is 

supposed to react in certain situations and how it can reconfigure itself to deal with the changing 

environment. But more importantly, the product’s users are to understand the self-adaptive 

product and how to monitor it through changes.  

John Mylopoulos [20] co-authored a paper about a system’s awareness for self-

adaptation but in this thesis paper, I talk about the user’s awareness for managing a self-

adapting system. 

Self-adaptive system awareness is when the system is aware of the environment’s state and the 

progress of the system in achieving the system’s goal [20]. 

One of the main reasons we need self-adaptive software is the increasing cost of handling the 

complexity of software systems [5]. An example of a self-adaptive software is Internet of Things 

(IoT) applications. IoT applications include smart watches such as Apple’s iWatch [6] whose main 

focus is health &training, innovation, and business; The Automated Home such as Smart Home 

Starter kit. It provides overall security through different sensor functions. The Smart Home starter 

Kit as an IoT, it is able to adjust the temperature of the room according to the user’s preferences. 

Also, the Smart Hub can be connected to the room thermostat where it can adjust the temperatures 

to suit the user’s selected range. This shows IoT’s self-adaptive capability, it is able to reset to the 

user’s preferred temperature amidst the temperature being recorded. 
Previous literature shows that the IoT is a new area of interest in the information technology 

(IT) sector that has captured the curiosity of many IT companies and people in general. Many 

papers have been written on what IoT is. This gives a basic person an overview of the definition 

on what is the new emerging trend of IoT. The main strength of the IoT application will be the 

impact on the everyday life and the behavior of the prospective users [7] i.e. improved living 

standards, health tracking, resource and energy saving and so forth. Without the users, then IoT 

applications cannot go further as they are made for the people to use to simplify their daily work. 

Currently many researchers are looking at how to develop the IoT applications [8]; what 

software to implement, how it should be designed but no one has yet focused on user requirements 

and how they should integrate them together with the system requirements or what challenges the 

users are experiencing due to inefficient knowledge or experience. Therefore, the main purpose 

of this research paper is to bridge that gap between the user requirements and the system 

requirements.  
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3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
3.1 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES. 

The main aim of this research is to find out what the users need to achieve an understanding 

of the IoT and maintain the understanding despite self-adaptation changes that may occur.  

The objectives of this research are to identify the challenges being faced by users while 

interacting with IoT applications. This can be observed in the way the users interact with the 

chosen IoT application by the researcher. Monitoring the IoT application system from the start or 

even monitor it as it undergoes change. These challenges can then be used by IoT application 

developers to come up with solutions on how to make user-friendly IoT applications. The 

objectives have been broken down into the following; 

1. Identify the challenges faced by the users while interacting with the IoT application. 

2. Identify the user’s awareness and ability to monitor the IoT application through self-

adaptation change. 

3. To provide the product developers with solutions on how to make User-friendly IoT 

application according to user feedback. 

With the above objectives, research questions of this study were formed. The solutions to the 

research questions would fulfill the research aim and objectives. 

3.2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS. 
The research questions are the guidelines of this research thesis. By answering the research 

questions, the author discovers the main challenge that is faced by the users of IoT. Also, a 

solution is found to the problem that can be presented to the IoT developers. 

It is not only important to have research questions as the research always refers to them 

during the period of the research, but they help define the research scope of the study which helps 

nail down the real problem the researcher is after. 

Mentioned below are the research questions for this study; 

3.2.1 RESEARCH QUESTION 1 

What Challenges do users face when involved in the use of an IoT application? 

This question focuses more on the physical attributes of the IoT application system. It 

makes sure to see if users are able to interact freely with the IoT application with no help at 

all from technical support. If the users can learn easily and within a short time how to operate 

IoT. The IoT applications are made for users, therefore, it makes so much sense if they are 

user-friendly and simple to their respective users. Failure of users to interact with the IoT 

application leads to a limited number of IoT applications purchased. Therefore, IoT 

complex systems cannot exist with uncomfortable and unsatisfied users. Hence the reason 

for this research question.  

3.2.2 RESEARCH QUESTION 2 

What do the users expect from the application to allow them to achieve an understanding of 

the IoT and how it is effectively used? 

 

This states the user expectations of the IoT application in accordance to how the system 

should operate or behave during its different states. It allows more user awareness of the 
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IoT. It may refer to the system’s user interface, accessibility, installation, or repair and 

maintenance ability. 

 

3.2.3 RESEARCH QUESTION 3 

How should user-awareness requirements for a complex system like an IoT be elicited? 

This question outlines how the IoT system should be modeled or designed in relation to 

the user needs, awareness and understanding. It is the re-structure of the IoT systems 

according to the user-awareness requirements. This is to facilitate a quick and ease of access 

to the user at the different stages of the IoT applications. It also helps the developers know 

what to implement in the system designs of IoT applications according to the user 

experience. 

Research 

Questions 

Research Methodology Data Collection Method 

RQ1 Qualitative research method Observation and Post Observational 

Questionnaires 

RQ2 Qualitative research method Observation and Post Observational 

Questionnaires 

RQ3 Qualitative research method Post Observational Questionnaires 

       Table 1: Research questions against methodology and data collection method used 

These research questions were the basis of the study and more about them is discussed in the analysis 

section. 

3.3 MAPPING OF RESEARCH QUESTIONS. 
 

This section shows how the solutions to the research questions help achieve the objectives of 

this research paper. This is done by mapping the research question (RQ) to the respective 

objective and by explaining how the answer contributes to the fulfillment of the objective. 

This mapping is important to ensure that the research delivers relevant results that are 

useful for those who depend on the objectives. For instance, the IoT developers may note from 

results that user learnability is one of the key problems of users. The systems would then be 

implemented by the developer in such a way that the user is able to learn about what is required. 

 

Below is the table illustrating how the aims and objectives are mapped to the research questions.  
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Aims and Objectives Research questions Explanation 
Identify the challenges faced by 

the users while interacting with 

the IoT application. 

 

RQ1 The RQ1 specifies some of the 

problems users face when learning 

how to use IoT. Also, it points out 

the challenges users face when 

trying to operate IoT through 

understanding and monitoring. 

Identify the user’s ability to 

monitor the IoT application 

through change. 

 

RQ 1 and RQ 2 With the answers to RQ1 and RQ2 

the researcher is able to deduce on 

what needs to be done to improve 

the user learnability and 

understandability of IoT 

To provide the product 

developers with solutions on 

how to make User-friendly IoT 

application. 

 

RQ3 The results to this RQ can be used 

by the IoT developers to 

implement an easy, accurate or 

intuitive user-friendly system 

according to the user 

requirements. The results 

illustrate the goals a requirements 

engineer can follow to collect 

requirements. 

         Table 2: Mapping of Aims and Objectives to Research Questions. 

This mapping is later used as a basis for the discussion of the contributions of the study in 

section 6.1.  

 

3.4 OVERVIEW OF METHODS AND SELECTION. 
 

This sub section outlines the research method in this paper used and why it was suitable for this 

research topic. 

Two qualitative research methods were used in this thesis namely observational study [11] 

and post observational questionnaires [11]. The method used solely in this thesis were qualitative 

methods. This is because the research aims at understanding user requirements through user 

interaction with the IoT application. The human phenomenon is very complex and, therefore, 

qualitative methods are some of the ways to understand the user feelings, perceptions and words 

[12].  

An observational study was chosen to assist the researcher to know more about user 

understanding of IoT, and how this knowledge can be used to develop IoT applications easily 

understood by users. The main objective of the research is not only to understand the user 

knowledge but maintain the knowledge about change [13] in IoT. This research is mainly for 

exploratory purposes [14] as many applications of IoT are being put in place but a little focus is 

given to the users of IoT. This will help to focus on new insights and seek a different perspective 

[15]. I hope that interpretation of the user’s knowledge of the IoT applications will help bridge 

the gap between user and system requirements. 

The post observational questionnaires were used as a method to collect data from the users 

that may have been left out during the observational study. This qualitative research method was 

chosen for this research as it would give the users a platform of expressing themselves that only 

them are able to understand using texts. This was done in supplementation of the observational 

study done. The researcher may have exhibited bias, have missed something while the users were 

carrying out the observation study or have impact on the users. Hence the need for supplementary 

post observational questionnaires. 
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3.5 RESEARCH PROTOCOL. 
The research Protocol refers to a step by step approach that was conducted for the whole 

duration of the observational study. It outlines the steps in their particular order taken by both the 

researcher and the user in the observational study. 

The step by step approach is important in case future researchers or readers want to 

emulate this observational study for consistency in results. The procedure of the observational 

study was conducted as below. 

 

 

1. The user arrives in the room of the observational study. This room is at the researcher’s 

school Blekinge Institute of Technology J2318, J building. Thereafter the user makes 

him/herself comfortable in the room. 

2. The researcher reads to the user, ethics and confidentiality pamphlet. This can be found in 

Appendix 1 of this document. This is done to ensure the user participates voluntarily in the 

study. This is also sent to the user’s email upon request. 
3. The user is then presented with the researcher’s choice of IoT application system; the IoT 

devices in their packages. The IoT application presented to the user is Smart Home starter 

Kit. It contains 3 devices; a Smartsense detector-to detect any presence in the room, a 

Smartsense open closed- to detect if the door of the room is open or closed and a Smartsense 

presence-to indicate the GPS location of an object once it has been tagged to the object, the 

object in this study was a person. One of the IoT devices presented to the user is not 

functioning properly- Smartsense Open/Closed. The reason for this was to monitor the 

user’s understanding of the device and if they could point out the problem. 

4. The user is expected to station the smartsense open/closed on the door of the room so that 

when the door is open or closed a notification can be sent to the user through the mobile 

application. The smartsense motion detector is supposed to be placed at any position in the 

room where it is able to capture movement in the room, preferably at the opposite end of 

the door. And finally the user is supposed to tag the smartsense Presence unto a key chain 

and move with it so when he leaves or returns to the room, he can get a notification on his 

phone. 

5. The researcher gets the video recording or the pen and paper to note down as the user starts 

to set up the room. Video recording is done on the researcher’s phone camera and backed 

up on Google Drive cloud. The method of data collection is done with participants’ consent. 

No limitation on the participant population. Participants were chosen conveniently 

irrespective of their sex, race, knowledge or background. 

6. Once the user reaches the level of logging into the mobile application, she/he uses the 

researcher’s login details. The main administrator was not available to give each of them 

permission to be added onto the main account. If each user had access as the main 

administrator, it would lead to increase in cost of the observational study 

7. When the user has set up the room and the IoT application is working to his satisfaction, the 

the user informs the researcher that the room is set up. 

8. The researcher then concludes that the study is complete.  

9. The user is then sent a post observational questionnaire on his/her email to elaborate more 

on his/her experience with the IoT application. And this concludes the end of the user 

participation in the research. 

 

The research protocol was used while conducting the observational study. It is the main 

basis of the research methodology of this research paper and led to the results in the later section. 
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4 RESULTS 

4.1 OVERVIEW OF RESULTS 
 

The results below were as observed and reported by the researcher as the users were 

setting up the security of the room used. A total of 5 users took part in the study. The number of 

users was stopped once the users started giving the same results or no new relevant information 

was being recorded by the researcher. 

The observational study was first carried out on 2 different participants. 2 participants 

were chosen to be able to cover a wide scope but also mainly for comparison purposes. If only 

one user had taken part in the study then there would be no scale for relationship of results. Also 

because of limited resources, that is, the researcher couldn’t be in more than one place to see the 

observational study through. So it was limited to 2 and not more. The two participants were 

chosen through convenient sampling by stopping random people. Convenient sampling [11] is 

helpful for pilot study and generation of hypothesis. It is also cost effective. The study aims to 

put no limitation to the participant population. Later on, judging from the user feedback, more 

users would be selected for the observational study. If user feedback became similar i.e. the users 

were starting to face the same challenges, then recruitment of new users will have to stop. This is 

because the study is not giving the researcher any new relevant information other than the one 

from previous users.  

The goal of this study was to observe the user’s understanding of the IoT applications and being 

able to monitor it as it goes through change. The participants were to secure the office room J2318 

at Blekinge Institute of Technology using the smart home starter kit presented to them by the 

researcher. 

The Smart Home starter Kit [21] was the researcher’s choice of IoT application. This was 

because it was flexible, portable and did not require installation, therefore appropriate for the 

observation study. It contained 3 devices with different roles in securing the room. The devices 

included a SmartSense Motion detector, SmartSense Open/Closed and a SmartSense Presence. 

The Kit also contained a Smart Hub which is the central configuring port for the devices. 

 

4.2 OVERVIEW OF THE USER PARTICIPANTS 
Below is a table showing a general description of the 5 participants that took part in the 

observation study. 

Participant General Description 
User 1 A software engineering student with no 

knowledge of IoT 

User 2 A well-experienced programmer who has heard 

and seen IoT but never got around to using it 

himself 

User 3 A restaurant owner with no knowledge of IoT. 

User 4 A  busy nurse with limited knowledge in 

technology and never heard of the term IoT or 

even know what it means 

User 5  A software developer with knowledge of IoT and 

its applications 

Table 3: Overview of Users for the observational study 
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4.3 EXECUTION OF THE OBSERVATIONAL STUDY 
4.3.1 PARTICIPANT 1 

The User started off by removing the SmartSense Motion detector, SmartSense 

Open/Closed and SmartSense Presence from the Smart Home starter kit. He then, read the 

manual and placed them in their appropriate locations in the room according to his 

judgment. After which he installed the mobile application on his laptop. This was made 

possible with the help of the android emulator software on his laptop called Andy. He tried 

to add the devices onto the mobile application and noticed it was not working. After about 

30 minutes, he realized he needed to connect the Smart Hub to the power and network. He 

tried connecting the devices, but it took him some time. After a while he realized that the 

devices were already detected by the mobile application, so he configured them and set up 

the room. He asked the researcher’s number so that the devices can send a notification to 

her phone. He assumed that the mobile application login account was the only one that could 

get the notifications. He tried the devices and noticed that they were working apart from 

one. While testing the SmartSense Presence, he moved a long distance away from the room 

but it still showed He was present on the mobile application. He then tried resetting the Geo 

Fence or customizing the location, but he was unable. He never personalized the settings to 

suit his needs. 

 

4.3.2 PARTICIPANT 2 
The user started off by removing all the devices from their package boxes including the 

Smart Hub. He then read the different device manuals. After which, he set up the Smart 

Hub first, followed by installation of the mobile application on his phone. The mobile 

application detected the SmartSense motion and, therefore, prompted him to set it up.  He 

configured the SmartSense motion detector successfully and started getting notifications on 

his phone despite using the researcher’s login details. He had difficulty configuring the other 

SmartSense devices. He later realized the Open/Closed was blinking and, therefore, 

assumed the battery must be dead as there was no sign of connection to the mobile 

application. He tried to configure the SmartSense Presence, but it was not being detected 

on his mobile device and after inquiring from the researcher. They both re-read the manual 

and noticed there was a glitch as the company doesn’t specify which connect button to 

switch on as there are two while resetting the device. There is one located on the device and 

the other is in the mobile application.  After successfully reconfiguring the two remaining 

devices, he personalized the settings to suit his needs. 

4.3.3 PARTICIPANT 3 
This user started off by reading all the instruction manuals of the devices. She then 

installed the mobile application on her phone and tried connecting the smart devices to the 

mobile application. She later realized it was impossible without the smart hub. She then 

connected the smart hub to the power and internet. She tried searching for the devices, but 

none would be found. She reset them again and searched but to no avail. She then saw on 

her mobile device that the smart presence was being detected but not yet configured so she 

did configure it. She waited for the other devices to be detected and also configured them. 

She had some difficulty configuring the Open/closed Smart devices as it kept blinking red 

but was detected by the mobile application which differed from the instructions stated on 

the user manual. 
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4.3.4 PARTICIPANT 4 
The user started off by reading all the instruction manuals of the devices. She then 

connected the Smart Hub to power. After, she installed the mobile application on her phone. 

And then noticed the hub needed to be connected to internet hub so the user wondered how. 

After a few trial and error, she was able to connect it to the network. She tried searching for 

the devices on her application as instructed on the manual but when she couldn’t find the 

devices after 30 minutes. She was frustrated and terminated the study. 

4.3.5 PARTICIPANT 5 
This user started off by reading all the instruction manuals of the devices. He then set up 

the hub to power and the internet. After he installed the mobile application on his phone. 

And started searching for the devices. The SmartSense Presence was the first device he tried 

to add to the mobile application. But it was taking long to be detected so he thought it is 

best if he reset it. He reset it a couple of times with no success. It was also hard for him to 

reach the connect button. The user manuals were not straightforward on how to reset it. 

After asking the researcher to help him, he was able to move past this stage. He configured 

it successfully. The other devices were automatically detected by the mobile application. 

He configured them, but the mobile application showed the door open regardless of it being 

closed. The user did not understand what the problem would be. He reset the Open/closed 

sensor multiple times but still the mobile application stayed with the same reading. He then 

concluded that the sensor must be broken. Then the researcher showed him the reason was 

because they were far apart from each other. So the magnetic field of the device had reduced 

with an increase in distance. To which the user replied, “There is nothing of that sort 

mentioned here in the manual.” 

4.4 OBSERVED CHALLENGES AND COLLECTED 

RECOMMENDATIONS
This section explains the challenges users were seen experiencing, while trying to set up the 

room using the IoT application, by the researcher. And when the researcher asked the users what 

would have improved their experience, the user would then make recommendations. These 

recommendations were mainly directed to the SmartThings IoT developer. This is because the 

IoT application being used was from SmartThings, Samsung. 

4.4.1 CHALLENGES FACED BY PARTICIPANT 1 
He had no particular order of securing the room. He set up the devices in the room before 

he could connect them to the hub or mobile application. 

He also had a hard time understanding the instructions on the manuals and also finding 

the mobile application as it was not properly stated in the manuals. 

He had insufficient information about what some definitions mean such as “remove to 

pair”. The configuration settings were not so clear to him. He was not fully able to pinpoint 

the main problem as to why one device was not working. In general, he used gut feeling in 

addition to the manuals presented to set-up the room. 

USER 1 RECOMMENDATIONS  

These were the general comments to the product developer which if done would have made 

the user experience a lot easier. The product developer in our study was SmartThings, the 

manufacturer of the device. 
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The user recommended a pair/un-pair button instead of the paper as it could go missing. 

This would be more tangible and permanent than the strip of paper placed between the 

battery and connecting charge. 

He also recommended a more detailed user manual. The manual would talk about both 

scenarios of connecting and failing to connect. He added that not all users are interested in 

watching the videos. 

Due to the difficult to detect the smart presence, he saw it fit to enable other users to set 

geo-fencing parameters. This feature is only limited to the main account holder and other 

users are just added onto the application, 

He also suggested that the application should have video taking or screen shot 

capabilities to allow other users to know what is happening in the room.  

In conclusion, the researcher noted that the User had an understanding of how the security 

system worked at the end of the study. He was able to monitor it though not fully to the 

expert level. 

4.4.2 CHALLENGES OF STUDY-PARTICIPANT 2 
The second participant had trouble re-setting of the Smart Presence. This was due to 

miscommunication of instructions on the manual. 

USER 2 RECOMMENDATIONS 

The participant noted that the mobile application has a lot of buttons for configuring 

the devices so it confuses the user. He also commented on the many options, you do not 

know what to do e.g. button “connect now” is the same on the mobile application and sensor 

so while resetting you are not sure of what button to press. Lastly, he stated that the mobile 

application to be used in the study was not mentioned anywhere or even stated where to 

find it. So one needs to use their intuition to set up and also guess the name of the mobile 

application. 

In conclusion, this user understood how IoT operates, though in the beginning it 

was not so clear. He had to rely mostly on his gut feeling. 

4.4.3 CHALLENGES OF STUDY-PARTICIPANT 3 
The user had trouble re-setting of the Smart Open/closed. The instructions on the 

manual differed from what the user was observing physically. The instruction manual stated 

that once the connect button was pushed, then the Led light would blink blue. But in this 

case, it blinked red and thereafter it was detected by the mobile application. 

USER 3 RECOMMENDATIONS 

The user suggested the reduction of the instructions on the manual as they were too many. 

In conclusion, this user was frustrated in the beginning but managed to set up the room. She 

was happy with herself. 

4.4.4 CHALLENGES OF STUDY-PARTICIPANT 4 
The terms used were not clear to the user such as Ethernet cable, internet router. This 

was the first time she was hearing of them as she has little knowledge of information 

technology. Also, the instructions on the user manual were not very clear to her. She says 

they were too long and very wordy. 
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USER 4 RECOMMENDATIONS 

The user recommended that the product suppliers should make the instructions very 

easy in a step by step approach. If possible, the product suppliers should shorten the 

installation videos and make them very easily accessible to the users. The suppliers 

should also utilize diagrams to help the user get a clear picture of how to set up 

In summary, the user was frustrated with the observational study despite 

her eagerness to set it up the room. She did not finish it and said it would probably 

save her a lot of time if an experienced person set it up for her as she is not well versed 

with technology. 

4.4.5 CHALLENGES OF STUDY-PARTICIPANT 5 
This user encountered a few problems with the open/closed sensor. As the 

manual skipped out the important detail about the distance between the devices. If the two 

devices are far apart the open/closed sensor cannot work and this was not stated anywhere 

on the manuals. 

Resetting was another issue for the user as it took a lot of time hence making the 

observational study long. It was not user-friendly as removing the battery is tricky and 

reaching the reset button is almost next to impossible. 

The mobile application is extremely slow in finding or detecting the devices 

which leads to a lot of time wasted. 

USER 5 RECOMMENDATIONS 

The user recommended the SmartThings suppliers, to program in a way that 

hub can be to detect devices again and again instead of waiting for resetting each and 

individual sensor devices again. This reduces the time wasted waiting for the application 

to find the device. 

Also, the user noted that setting up of these SmartThings is far from easily 

done. It needs technical knowledge for the people to control the SmartThings. 

In conclusion, the user had less difficulty setting up as he was experienced 

technologically.  
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5 ANALYSIS 

This section outlines the analysis of the results from the observational study. An editing approach [19] 

and conventional content analysis [23] was used to analyze the data collected and thereby coming to 

the conclusions below. This is done through the following steps. 

An editing approach was done through the collection of all the user post observational 

questionnaires, the researcher together with her supervisor categorized the different answers. 

 The data collected from the user feedback is analyzed to understand what 

happened in the study by the researcher.  

 The researcher then forms codes from different segments where a hypothesis is 

made. Coding was done through categorizing the data collected from the users. 

Below is a table showing the codes formed from the data collected. 

 

Research Questions Elements to be coded Codes 

RQ 1 User challenges  IoT unawareness by 

user 

 “Where can I start 

from?” 

 New IT terms used in 

manuals. 

 No pictorial 

descriptions in manuals 

 No video illustration. 

 Missing information in 

the manuals 

 Guess work while 

setting up 

RQ 2 User expectation of the IoT 

application 
 Glossary list of terms. 

 A list of expected 

outcomes. 

 How to troubleshoot 

errors generated. 

 Video illustration for 

users. 

 Developers not to 

assume that all users 

have an  

IT background. 

 Mobile application for 

the IoT application to 

be stated. 

 Specifically outline 

what different buttons 

the manuals refer to. 

RQ 3 Elicitation of User requirements  A user experience 

design for the IoT 

application to be 

elicited that interacts 

with the user 

irrespective of their 

background. 

         Table 4: Developing codes from the user data collected. 
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 The researcher then formed a set of generalization that led to a pattern or a theory 

concluded from the data collected [13]. This was done through analytical and 

critical thinking skills exhibited by the research to form patterns from the codes. 

The technique used was word and phrase repetitions. 

This analysis of the data is important as it may reveal the need of collecting other data [13]. This 

can be due to the new insights discovered after analyzing the data. 

 Thereafter the data was summarized by mapping the research findings to the 

research aim and objectives through answering the research questions by the 

users. 

 

5.1 MAPPING OF RESULTS TO THE RESEARCH 

QUESTIONS 
Below indicates the summary of the results generated by analysis of the data collected according 

to the different research questions. 

RESEARCH QUESTION 1 

 What challenges do users face when involved in the use of an IoT application? 

The main challenge faced by users is learnability. The ability to learn how to use IoT for the 

first time can be very hard and frustrating for the user depending on their background. Some users 

are not familiar with IT and, therefore, it is a whole new learning experience for them. Aside from 

learnability, some users had other challenges such as awareness and monitoring of the IoT devices. 

This can be attributed to their minimal understanding of the IoT.  Below are some of the different 

ways in which this challenge was experienced by users. 

They have limited knowledge on what should be done first while using the application. For 

instance, if securing the room up. There is no particular order on what to do first. The IoT 

application was presented in 3 boxes with no instructions on what to start with first. They had to 

rely on “gut feeling” and “try and error” method while using it. One participant said, “Alright, I 

have 3 boxes, which one goes first… What do I do first? ...How is it supposed to “play” out? [User 

3] 

 

  
Figure 1: User unsure of what to start with. 
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Insufficient Information on the user manuals. There were no definitions of some terms of the 

IoT application such as “Remove to pair”. Also, some information was missing such as the connect 

button, the user was unsure if it referred to the one on the device or mobile application.  

 

“I have pressed the connect button on this mobile application and there is no sign of it resetting! 

... Is not it supposed to be on the device itself that am trying to reset? ... This is confusing.” [User 

2] 

 

Unclear procedure on configuring the devices. The user manual mentioned nothing about 

the mobile application being able to detect the devices on its own and, therefore, this would hinder 

the connecting process. All the users had trouble connecting the devices to the mobile applications. 

They were heard murmuring to themselves how it is taking a lot of time. In fact, one participant 

commented on how it was consuming most of the time of the study.  

 

“…this research study is taking way too much time. And the reason is because of this “searching 

for device” feature that is taking forever to detect them.” [User 5] 

 

Device failure is not clearly stated and, therefore, the user had to assume the device was not 

working through mere guess work. 

 

“…the open/closed sensor is not being detected and it is not lighting…Something must be wrong 

with it. Maybe it is “dead”! How do you know it is not working? Nothing is stated in the manuals…” 

[User 2] 

 

 
Figure 2: SmartSense Open/Closed Sensor placed on the door 

 

The users used gut feelings in conjunction with the user manual which could be both good 

and bad. Good, in a way, it allows them to explore all the possibilities of the devices. Bad in a way 

they could mishandle or misjudge the device’s capabilities. 

 

“What is the mobile application for the setup? ...It is not mentioned anywhere in the manual. 

Maybe it is SmartThings like the name of the security starter kit.” [User 2]  

 

“…Where can it be found? I assume in the play store of the phone. Let me insert and see if 

it is the one. Oh, it is the same logo, I think it is this one.” [User 3] 
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Resetting the devices was hard. The battery was difficult to remove; reset buttons were hard 

to reach and also the mobile application took a long time detecting the devices. This was also noted 

by user 2 in the post observational questionnaire among his challenges. User 5 was seen having a 

hard time removing the battery of the open/closed sensor. Also users who tried resetting the 

SmartSense Presence had a hard time accessing the connect button. They used a range of stuff to 

press it from their fingernails, small nails to pen lids. 

 

Finally, the user requires a little experience in IT and also be well versed with the terms 

associated with IT. One user said to the researcher; 

“What is an Ethernet cable? And a router? What do they mean by those terms?” [User 4] 

 

RESEARCH QUESTION 2 

What the users expect from the application to allow them to achieve an understanding of 

the IoT and how it is effectively used? 

The users basically expected a very easy IoT application or at least understandable by almost 

any person who was old enough to operate the IoT application. But to some of the user’s 

disappointment, they felt like it required for them to be experienced in IT technology. This should 

not be the case as the IoT application is made for everyone irrespective of their knowledge. 

Therefore, their expectation or recommendation of a good IoT application is a very simple, easy 

to learn, easy to operate, understandable IoT system with a very clear and step by step user 

manual. 

Below is some of the way the above recommendations were made by the users. This was 

observed by the researcher. 

The users expect clear detailed manual on how to secure the room. This should explain 

clearly what to expect and not expect. It should also include definitions of some terms. User 1 was 

heading saying “Is it indicated in the manuals on what to start with or is it up to me.” This was a 

valid statement as it was not up to the user on what way to set up the room. He needed to first set 

up the smart hub to be able to create a mobile application account.  

 

 
 Figure 3: User reading the user manual of the SmartThings 

 

The users also expect a technical person online or in person to help them the first time in 

case they have queries in a supplement to the manual. As a matter of factor User (4) told the 

researcher when she quit the study; 
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“This is frustrating, nothing is working out…In today’s world, there should be surely 

someone who could do all this for me…It saves me a lot of trouble and headache” 

 

The users expect to have the same settings to set up the geofence as the administrator if 

they are to use the application. User (1) went outside the building for the study with the 

SmartSense presence. But it still did not deduct his departure. So he asked the researcher if there 

is a functionality to set up a geofence to which the researcher responded yes, but it is limited to 

the main administrator. The main administrator of this IoT application was the supervisor. The 

user then responded. 

 “Why is it not stated in the manual? ...Are we supposed to find out everything on our own?  

…What if I was at my home alone?  …Who would have told me that?” [User 1] 

 

The users suggested that the devices should have a pair/un-pair button instead of a paper 

that can be lost or misplaced. 

 “How does this strip of paper allow pairing and un-pairing? What happens when it gets 

lost?” [User 2]  

The mobile application user interface should be more systematic and organized so the user 

is able to know how to operate it. User (2) noted how the mobile application had a lot of buttons 

whose relevance was low. He wondered why they were there.  

“What are these buttons for?” 

The user expects diagrams to help with the illustration of the instructions. Also, the 

installation videos should be made short and precise to the point.  

“Maybe if they had used diagram representation, it is easier to follow pictures than 

read text.” [User 4]  

 

RESEARCH QUESTION 3 

How should user-awareness requirements for a complex system, like an IoT, be elicited? 

User awareness of the system requirements refers to the user being aware of the proper working 

and configuration of the system and the progress of the system in achieving the system’s goal. 

Many users in the study faced a challenge of being unaware of where to start from, or what to 

expect at the different stages of the IoT, and also when to know if the system is failing or if that 

is how it is to respond in a particular stage. 

 

Therefore solutions to this research question were structured as steps, goals and results that can 

help a requirements engineer in understanding the user’s requirements for any IoT application 

and not just the SmartThings IoT application used in this study according to the researcher’s 

judgement. These steps, goals and results can also be used by the developer to implement a 

user experience design for the IoT application. 

 

Below are some of the goals for the users that I have learned while carrying out this 

observational study that I recommend for the requirements engineer to have; 

 

 Goal 1: The requirements engineer (RE) should ensure that the user knows the system’s 

goal and is able to accomplish it. The goals of the system can be categorized into two. For 

instance simple goal and complex goal. From this study, the simple goal was to not allow 

access to the room and the complex goal was not to allow access to the room unless the 

owner is accessing the room. In order for the user to execute the complex goal, the simple 

goal had to be achieved first. But from my observation, the users had trouble executing the 

first goal and therefore could not proceed to the complex goal. User 4 was heard saying “I 
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cannot do this anymore it is challenging, I will just hire someone to do it for me” before 

terminating the study. 

I observed the main challenge was learnability, therefore this can be elicited through 

making user experience designs of the system from requirements collected by the RE.  

 

 Goal 2: The RE should be able to observe if the user knows whether the system is 

working properly. If the user knows what devices connect to what devices, if devices can 

work independently of each other or if they are not independent? In this study, the users 

had no clue that the hub was the device connecting all the other devices and without it, 

the IoT application would not work. This was seen when User 1 connected all the other 3 

devices and forgot about the smart hub and after installing the mobile application, 

discovers the missing link is the Smart hub. This could be elicited by clear instructions 

from the developer in the manuals that are quickly understood by the user or better still 

develop one system exhibiting all the roles of the 3 other devices. 

 

 Goal 3: The RE should observe to see if the user knows how the system intends to 

pursue the system’s goal. This can refer to the rules that guide the system’s behavior, 

such as, how the system should respond in a certain situation. If the user is having 

challenges with knowing what to expect from the system, a video illustration or tutorial 

of the system’s behavior should be included in the installation package by the developer 

for the user. For example the IoT application used in the study, smart things starter kit, 

system’s behavior was as shown below. Mode below refers to the physical environment 

of the room to be set up. The mobile application of the IoT system is where the user 

could know what is happening with the IoT system remotely. 

 Mode: user present 

 motion detected => (no notification sent from mobile application) 

 no motion detected => (no notification sent from mobile application) 

 

This is translated as; if the user was present, and motion was detected or not 

detected by the motion detector then the IoT mobile application was expected 

not to send a notification to user else if it did then there was an error in 

settings or the system.  

 

 Mode: user not present 

 motion detected => receive a notification from mobile application 

 no motion detected => (no notification sent from mobile application) 

If the user was not present in the room and motion was detected then the 

system was to send out a notification to the user. This would indicate an 

intrusion in the room breaching the security of the room. But if the user was 

not present and no motion is detected then the system is expected to do 

nothing. Else if it acts in the reverse, then there is an error or problem with 

the system. 

 

 Mode: user present 

 door opened => (no notification sent from mobile application) 

 door closed => (no notification sent from mobile application) 

If the user was present and the Open/Closed sensor detected the door was 

opened or closed the system was expected not to send a notification. 

 

 Mode: user not present 

 door opened => receive notification from mobile application  

 door closed =>( no notification sent from mobile application) 

If the user was not present, and the Open/Closed sensor detected the door 

was opened then it was to send a notification so that the user knows there has 
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been an intrusion in the room. But if the user was not present and the door 

remained closed, then the system was not to send out any notification. 

 

 Goal 4: The RE should observe and see if the user knows whether the system pursues 

the system’s goal or behavior and how it is to act. The users from the study never 

customized the mobile applications to their preferences. One user said “These are too 

many notifications, is this going to happen always” [User 5]. After ensuring the room 

was secured, the users were mentally exhausted from pursuing the application further. 

This goal could be elicited through short videos, training, and user-experience designs by 

the system designer. 

 

Requirements Engineering Process: 

This refers to the steps that can be followed by the requirements engineer (RE) to collect the user-

awareness requirements from the observation study that can be used by the developers for elicitation. 

1. The Requirements Engineer(RE) explains the goal of the system to the user 

2. The RE presents the system to the user. 

3. The user sets up the system so that the system would fulfill the goal 

4. The user verifies that the system fulfills the system’s goal. 

 

From the observational study; the researcher took on the role of the requirements engineer, and below 

are the steps that were taken by the researcher as requirements engineer. 

The researcher selected an IoT application of her choice to represent IoT system. It was chosen 

because it was flexible, affordable and portable. It was the input to the observation study and it 

contained 

 Open/Closed Sensor: Indicates if the door is open or closed 

 Smart Presence: Indicates if someone is present in a room. 

 Motion Detector: Detect any movement in a room. 

 Smart Hub: connect the above devices to the mobile application of the IoT system. 

 

Observations done by the requirements engineer: 

 RE verified that the user has understood the system’s goal and clarifies any questions or 

misunderstandings. This fulfills Goal 1 above.  

 RE video recorded and/or took notes from observing the user. 

 The RE observed as for each IoT device, the user walked through the expected behavior of the 

device and got feedback from the mobile application in regards to the state and the state 

transition of the system. 

 The RE observed the user accomplish the goal for the overall system and if the user was fully 

aware of the system requirements 

 

Results from requirements engineering Process: 

 

The researcher also RE is expected to provide the user with the following things; this is discussed in 

the first part of this section but a summary of the list is as below; 

 A list of expected outputs to the user for each state and state transition. This is mentioned 

under the mode of the system environment 

 A list of expected outputs to the user for the connectivity status between IoT device and 

the mobile application. 

 A list of rules that guide the system’s behavior shared with the users upon behavior 

change. 

 An enhancement this can refer to a specification of how the system shall offer the user 

guidance for adapting the behavior or changing the goal from simple to complex. 

 For each rule: a justification for why the mode + rule is necessary and enough to achieve 

the system’s goal. 
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Overall observations from this IoT application that may also apply to other IoT application systems 

include; 

 Users have difficulties in conceiving complex goals. For instance the system did not inform 

the user about its intentions once it has adapted its mode of behavior  

 

 

5.2 THREATS TO VALIDITY 
 
Validity denotes the trustworthiness of the results and to what extent they are not biased by 

the researcher’s subjective point of view [13]. 

It is important to determine the validity of the research as it ensures the reliability of the 

research results. The threats to validity for the research design, results and the analysis of the 

results are discussed below in the four different perspectives of validity. These were classified by 

Wohlin et al [11] 

 

 

5.2.1 CONSTRUCT VALIDITY 
 

There is a threat to construct validity if the constructs in the observational study and the 

post observational questionnaires are misunderstood by the users from the way the 

researcher intended [13]. The construct can refer to the research protocol or the grammatical 

interpretation of the text in the post observational questionnaire or instruction from the 

researcher or the research design. This threat could lead to irrelevant answers to the 

questions and biased results. This would lead to a failure in achieving the objectives of the 

research. 

This threat could apply to this study if the participants did not understand the instructions 

and goals of the study. Also, if the users lacked interest or even time to take part in the study 

or difficult communication terms between the researcher and the user. 

This threat was mitigated by holding various discussions with the supervisor about how 

to go about the research design and the post observational questionnaire. This ensured that 

the post observational questionnaires were not too long or the protocols. An informal 

meeting was held with the user by the researcher prior to the study to boost their interest 

and motivate them. The post observational questionnaire was constructed with short and 

simple text. A research protocol was followed so the research doesn’t divert from the steps 

listed for the study. And finally the research questions were well documented in the paper 

so as to provide guidelines for both the researcher and the user. 

This threat was minimized almost to non-existent, as it is hard to completely rule it out. 

This is because users are humans with different perspective and interpretation of their 

environment. Different factors can influence the user’s thinking. The future works could 

mitigate this threat by keeping everything simple, short and precise to the point since this 

validity is relevant. 

 

5.2.2 INTERNAL VALIDITY 
If the researcher is investigating whether one factor affecting the investigated factor, there 

is a risk of a third factor affecting the investigated factor. And if the researcher doesn’t know 

about this third factor then it poses a threat to internal validity [13]. 

This threat could apply to this study since the users were from different backgrounds. 

Meaning the users may have other factors affecting them such as their way of thinking, 

knowledge experience, professional afflictions, gender, understanding and awareness 

capabilities and so much that the researcher knows nothing about. 
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The threat was mitigated by having some users with the same IT knowledge background 

and experience. This allowed a comparison scale between the users with the same 

knowledge background and the ones with the different knowledge background. 

The threat was minimized, but to a less extent, as only 5 users took part in the study. 

Because of time and resources, the users had to be 5 to come to a conclusive result. The 

future works could mitigate this threat by involving more users, and also consider of 

classifying the users according to different factors since this validity is relevant. 

 

5.2.3 EXTERNAL VALIDITY 
This aspect of validity is concerned with what extent it is possible to generalize the 

findings, and to what extent are the findings of interest to other people outside the 

investigated case [13]. 

This threat could apply to this study if the users were chosen from the same sample area. 

Therefore, the results would have been the same and hence no need for generalization. 

This threat was mitigated by having users from different fields and ways of life to bring 

about the generalization of the results. 

This threat was minimized to a much extent, but future works should consider increasing 

their sample area for such a study. This is because this is a user-based observational study 

and different users have different needs. Therefore, this is a relevant validity aspect in the 

case of this research work. 

 

5.2.4 RELIABILITY 
This aspect refers to what extent the data and the analysis are dependent on the 

researchers [13]. If a different researcher conducted this study would they get the same 

results? 

This threat could apply to this study if the researcher misinterpreted the results collected 

from the users or followed a different research protocol. Also, if the research questions were 

poorly formatted. 

This threat was mitigated by holding discussions with supervisor to have consistent and 

simple understandable research protocols. Also, the researcher listened to the video 

recordings and read the scribbles from the user several times. This was to ensure the 

researcher did not skip out anything of importance. The researcher also documented the 

research questions so they can be easily understood. 

This threat was minimized to a great extent as this is a relevant validity aspect. 
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6 DISCUSSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS 

In this section, the researcher discusses the findings of this results. Also, he recommends 

future works for researchers that will proceed with the research topic. 

This is important as the new researchers know about the old findings giving them a 

starting point in their research. It also covers an area that may not have been covered by the 

researcher due to one reason or the other such as time, resources even the research scope.  

The following sections summarizes discussion, conclusion, and future works. 

6.1 DISCUSSIONS 
The researcher was the first one to study IoT user requirements, thus these results are the 

first step towards understanding how to make IoT practicable for users. Referring to section 2 of 

this document, most researchers focused on the new IoT applications to develop [8] [1] [3] [6]. 

Some researchers defined IoT and its importance to users [9]. The closest IoT research came to 

user requirements was defining the user role in IoT or the psychological behavior of an IoT user 

[10]. But no research paper was found in regards to user requirements for IoT. Even though users 

are among the main entities of IoT, very little was focused on them and their needs. 

This paper decided to bridge this research gap. By knowing what users know of IoT or 

what would facilitate them in knowing IoT, this would bridge the gap between the system 

requirements and user requirements. When the gap has been bridged, this would indicate user 

empowerment leading to an increase in users. This in turn would lead to an increase of IoT 

applications and services. 

An observation study [13] was carried out and the researcher deduced that the biggest 

challenge of IoT applications that many users face is learnability. Since IoT is a whole new 

technology, it is yet to become common among the people. Therefore, there is a need for users, 

in this case, everyday people, to learn what it is, what it can accomplish and how it does that. 

Also, the user needs to be able to understand how it operates after learning about IoT. And if the 

user is able to understand IoT, the next step would be to monitor it as it goes through change and 

self-adaptation. More about self-adaptation of IoT is discussed in section 2. 

The results from this study indicated that many users are excited to try out IoT 

applications and services, but the systems are too complex and not user-friendly. This can be 

improved by the application designers and developers through making simple and interactive user 

experience interface designs for the IoT applications and services. This will facilitate quick and 

interactive learning and awareness for the users. 

From this research, we were able to learn that IoT is very complex technology and 

therefore the developers need to consider requirements engineering to enable them help the users 

to acquire more knowledge and awareness about it. The devices used in this study are complex. 

They cannot work alone, they interact with each other in order to fulfil a user goal. This can be 

seen when the smartsense motion detector, smartsense open/closed and smartsense presence need 

to interact with the smart hub and mobile application to show the user what is happening to the 

room. These devices all have their own lifecycles though they are independent. This complexity 

was noticed as users had no information that the devices depended on the smart hub and the user 

communicated with the mobile application to secure the room. 

Also there is a documentation problem for users in regards to technological systems. This 

was seen through the difficult manuals. Users took a lot of time trying to read and understand the 
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manuals and despite reading through they had problems with the terms used and understanding 

what the manuals meant. 

In summary, there is still a lot to do to make IoT users experience with the systems better. 

And many research topics can be generated from this paper. Research topics can range from the 

type of IoT users, classification of users to the different IoT requirements for different users 

according to their background.  

6.2 FUTURE WORKS 

IoT is a very fascinating new developing technology and there is still a lot of work to be 

done by researchers. Hopefully, they can try and find solutions to the missing research areas of 

IoT in the future works.  

Many studies or surveys can be conducted with a particular population sample of users 

or random. These will lead to different areas of research and new discoveries. The new researches 

and discoveries would lead to new user-friendly IoT applications or even ways in which users are 

trained to use the IoT systems. This would lead to an increase in the deployment of the IoT 

systems and the increase in users achieving the goal of meeting user standards. 

Another area for future works would be how to make a relation of different IoT applications with 

users. Each IoT system has a different goal and objective meaning also the way the users will 

view it will be different. This would be another interesting topic of research. 

Also for future researchers conducting this observational study, most users are 

conscious when it comes to cameras and videos and, therefore, will not be fully participatory in 

the study as they are aware of the camera. It is important the user feels comfort and secure while 

carrying out the study. So a research like this an observational study conducted with no camera 

together with a post observational questionnaire and in-depth interviews would generate more 

results.  

Another area for future works that is not related to user requirements are the system 

requirements. There is still more to be done with the systems that concern the way the system 

functions, including the privacy of the IoT systems as it deals with very important details of the 

users. Therefore, it is important that the IoT system is 100% reliable and not just 90% reliable. 

Finally, this thesis is the beginning of something big and great. It will be of great 

benefit if this thesis could be extended in terms of research such as User requirements and big 

data or a specific classification of users. This would be of great beneficial to IoT industries and 

developers as this would provide insight to what is required to expand IoT in many sectors. 
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7 CONCLUSION  

In conclusion, this study aims to find what the users require in understanding IoT and 

maintain this understanding of IoT through self-adaptation. This is done by understanding the 

users’ challenges in operating and monitoring IoT application. This helps bridge the gap between 

system requirements and user requirements of the IoT application. 

The study was done by conducting an observational study. 5 users were observed while 

setting up a room to ensure that the user can get a notification in case of motion, if a door is opened, 

and if someone came in and out of the room is detected. This was done by using the IoT application 

of the researcher’s choice-SmartThings Home Starter Kit together with its mobile application. The 

data was collected through video recording and/or scribbling of notes depending on the user’s 

consent. The users were also presented with post observational questionnaires to collect any data 

that may have been left out during the observational study. Data analysis was done through 

snowballing analysis, editing approach and a conventional content analysis method by forming 

codes of data and thereafter patterns to make conclusive findings. 

From the observation study, I noted that the IoT is an exciting technology that many 

people want to experience but little knowledge and unawareness is so far a huge obstacle standing 

in their way. The users find IoT very complex even though they want to exactly know how it 

operates. This problem can be solved by doing requirements engineering of user needs. These needs 

can then be used for elicitation by the system designers and developers to make user-friendly 

interfaces from user experiences. 

There were mainly 3 challenges being faced by the IoT users. These included learnability, 

awareness and monitoring of the IoT. These challenges being faced by the users indicated there is 

limited understanding on how IoT applications work. This is due to the fact that the users have not 

learned what IoT is, what it does under what circumstances. The users need to learn what IoT is 

prior to becoming aware and understanding how IoT operates.  

The users were unable to monitor the IoT as it underwent change through self-adaptation. Some of 

the reasons for this failure included ambiguous user manuals from the product developers. The 

users did not know the rules of the different states and state transition of the IoT. The manuals had 

incomplete or complicated instructions which left the users without a slight clue on how to 

understand IoT. Most users depended on their intuition while they took part in the observational 

study. Also, users had different with different backgrounds, therefore, required different assistance 

in operating the IoT applications. 

The feedback from this study can be used by both researchers and IoT product designers 

and developers. The researchers can further explore ways on how to make the users understand IoT 

application through various techniques. There is still a lot to do in this field as it is new, raw and 

uncovered. The IoT product developers can use the feedback from the users to make more user-

friendly IoT systems. 

Also new ways would be forged for the different kind of users depending on their 

knowledge background. These can include training for the beginners or easy step by step tutorials 

or an online technician to walk the users through their first time. 

This study can also be used by the IoT developers to modify the designs of the complex 

systems making the user the most important priority of all the entities. The IoT developers can 

come up with simpler online tutorials to teach the user on how to use their product. This is important 

as it would bridge the gap between system requirements and the user requirements. 
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APPENDIX 1: OBSERVATIONAL STUDY AND POST 

OBSERVATIONAL QUESTIONNAIRE ETHICS 
GENERIC USER REQUIREMENTS FOR THE INTERNET OF THINGS 

(IOT) 

What to expect when completing this survey. 

Researcher: 

Victoria Namirimu is a Master's student at Blekinge Institute of Technology pursing a degree in 

Software Engineering. She is currently carrying out an observational study to understand the user's 

knowledge of Internet of Things (IoT) Applications and how they are they are able to monitor IoT 

through the changes by self adaptation 

 

General Outline of the Research: 

• Description and Methodology: This research involves the use of a post observational questionnaire 

and an observational study targeted to all kinds of user irrespective of their gender, age, race, sexual 

orientation or experience background in a technology-embracing society. It is aimed to understand the 

user's knowledge in operating and monitoring IoT applications in their day-to-day living. 

 

• Participants: Users will be asked to take part in the observational study/experiment and also respond 

to an online post observational questionnaire. The observational study is estimated to take around 45 

minutes but is prone to change according to different persons and their ability. 

Users will also be asked to separately provide an email to the researcher so they can receive a copy of 

results if they are interested. 

 

• Use of Data and Feedback: The results of the observational study will be used as support of a 

master thesis to be submitted to the Blekinge Institute of Technology in fulfillment of the requirements 

for the degree of Software Engineering. 

• Research Funding: The funding for the research has been received from the Researcher's supervisor 

to purchase the IoT application device (Smart Home Starter Kit) to be used in the study via the 

university's research funding program. 

 

 

 

Participant Involvement 
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• Voluntary Participation & Withdrawal: Participation in this research is completely voluntary 

and participants may, without any penalty, decline to take part or withdraw from the research at any 

time without providing an explanation, or refuse to answer any question presented them. Withdrawal 

from the observational study can be accomplished by simply telling the researcher to stop recording and 

deleting the video prior to leaving the room. Withdrawal during the online survey can be accomplished 

by simply closing the survey prior to submission.  

 

As regards to withdrawal of responses provided by a participant after completion of the online survey, 

given the nature of the survey as an anonymous online survey, cancellation of a particular respondent's 

answers will not be possible. 

 

• What will participants have to do? Participants will be asked to take part in an observational 

study where they will be video recorded with their consent while setting up and securing the room using 

IoT products. They will also complete an online post observational questionnaire survey hosted on 

google forms. 

The results of the observational study will be recorded and transcribed only with the consent of the 

participant. Participants can withdraw from the project at any time. 

• Location and Duration: The initial observation study will take place at Blekinge Institute of 

Technology, J building Room J2318. The duration of the study is estimated to take around 30 minutes 

to 45 minutes. The length of the post observational questionnaire is approximately 10 questions and 

should take around 5 minutes to 15 minutes to complete. 

 

• Incentives: No incentives will be provided for participating in this research. 

• Risks: Participants should not be subject to any risk from participating in this research either by taking 

part in the study, through completing the online post observational questionnaire survey. 

 

• Implications of Participation: There should be no implications for either participating or choosing 

not to participate as this is a voluntary observational study and is not mandated by the university, nor 

any employer, regulator or other agency or entity. 

Exclusion criteria: 

• Participant Limitation: No limitations are placed on the participant population. 

 

Confidentiality & Data Protection, Contacts and Ethics Clearance 

 Confidentiality:  
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All responses and data collected during the observational study will be kept completely 

confidential and can be destroyed at any time upon request of the participant. As regards to 

references to user comments in publication of the results, a general reference will be made (e.g., 

"one survey-respondent stated . . .") thus  completely protecting the confidentiality of any user, 

unless the user would like to be cited as an expert or would otherwise prefer to be identified as the 

individual being quoted. Thus, a request will be made of certain users as to their desire to be directly 

quoted should that be necessary given the context. If a need to attribute a quote to any particular 

user would prove beneficial to the report, then a specific request will be made directly to the user 

requesting approval for consent to attribute such quote. Users can, of course, refuse their consent to 

any such attribution. 

As regards to the post observational questionnaires, it is an online questionnaire and does 

not ask specific individual identifying information, the confidentiality of the participants is 

completely preserved. 

 

Data Storage: 

Where: Observational study reports will be stored by the researcher on a video 

camera/phone video. Only the researcher and her supervisor will have access to this video. The results 

will be listened to by the researcher and used to document the report. Initial survey responses are 

maintained on the google cloud in the drive of the researcher's google account. The website is a password 

protected site. This data will then be kept on the researcher's password protected personal computer.  

How long: It is anticipated that the data will be retained for one year from the date of 

issuance of any report or publication utilizing any of the data collected. 

Destruction of Data: The data will be erased from all computers and any transcripts will 

be destroyed after the retention period mentioned above. 

 

Queries and Concerns: 

Contact Details for More Information: Any queries regarding the research can be raised to: 

Victoria Namirimu 

Main Researcher 

Blekinge Institute of Technology 

Email: vina14@bth.student.se/vi_ckies@yahoo.com 

Phone +46 767 957168 

or 

Dr. Samuel. A. Fricker 

Supervisor 
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Assistant Professor, Software Engineering Research Laboratory (SERL Sweden) 

Blekinge Institute of Technology (BTH), School of Computing, SE-371 79 Karlskrona, Sweden 

Twitter @samuelfricker, +46 734 223 819, http://bit.ly/samuelafricker 

 

• Contact Details if in Distress: None of the questions in the survey should cause stress to any Participant. 

Thank you for taking part in this study and completing this survey and for providing your input on this 

important topic. 

All responses will be kept confidential and are used for academic research purposes only. 

 

Victoria Namirimu 

Master's student of Software Engineering 

Blekinge Institute of Technology 

Department of Software Engineering 

 

 

 

 

 

  

http://bit.ly/samuelafricker
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APPENDIX 2: POST OBSERVATIONAL - PARTICIPANT 

QUESTIONNAIRE 
 

The link to the google form hosting the post observational questionnaire is 

http://goo.gl/forms/mHDwyxi2nK 

 

Page 1 of 1 

USER TEST CA
Form Title 

 
I can easily operate and use a smartphone*Required 

  Strongly disagree 

  Disagree 

  Neither agree nor disagree 

  Agree 

  Strongly agree 
It was easy setting up security of the room.*R equired 

  Strongly disagree 

  Disagree 

  Neither agree nor disagree 

  Agree 

  Strongly agree 
Please tell me the reason why for the above choice*Requ ired 

 
  
I managed to set up and secure the room so it can detect motion and show me the presence of 
people and when they come in or leave.*R equ ired 

  Strongly disagree 

  Disagree 

  Neither agree nor disagree 

  Agree 

  Strongly agree 
Please state the reason why.*Required 

http://goo.gl/forms/mHDwyxi2nK
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I have much understanding of the Smart Home starter kit and am able to monitor it through 
changes.*Required 

  Strongly disagree 

  Disagree 

  Neither agree nor disagree 

  Agree 

  Strongly agree 
What are your user recommendations for the suppliers of the SmartThings System.*R equired 

 
  
General Comments, Feedback and Recommendations*Requ ired 

 
  
Would you like to be contacted regarding participation in an interview?*Requ ired 

  Yes 

  No 
Please leave your email address below so we can share the results. 

 
  
 


